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Always on hand – the apps
No need to search long and hard: you always have it on hand. In this way, the New Apostolic
Church provides its members and anyone else who is interested access to the answers of
such central questions as: What is our doctrine? What is new? Where is the nearest
church?
For many people, smartphones und tablets have become essential tools for daily life. For
this reason, the New Apostolic Church International offers important information also in the
form of apps, which can be downloaded free of charge from Google Play (Android) and the
Apple App Store (iOS/iPadOS).
 naccatechism: the guide to our doctrine
 nacfaq: the question-and-answer guide
 nacmaps: the church finder
 nacnews: the guide to news items
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naccatechism: the guide to our doctrine ↑
naccatechism (Android/iOS) features the complete contents of the Catechism of the New
Apostolic Church, the comprehensive reference work on the New Apostolic faith. The
central search function allows you to find random terms or chapters in the Catechism,
including the subject index and Bible reference index. The app allows users to set
bookmarks or to share texts with others via email or social networks. The menu and
contents are available in five languages: English, French, German, Portuguese, and
Spanish.

nacfaq: the question-and-answer guide ↑
nacfaq (Android/iOS) features the entire reference work with all of the 750 questions and
answers on the doctrine of the New Apostolic Church. The contents corresponds to the
Catechism, but has been developed in a more didactic manner and formulated more
simply. Here too, search functions, bookmarks, and sharing are of course part of the
significant features. Users can choose between English, French, German, and Spanish.
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nacmaps: the church finder ↑
nacmaps (Android/iOS) features address and contact information as well as the service
times of thousands of congregations around the world. The app shows whether a church is
wheelchair accessible and whether it is equipped to receive satellite broadcasts of divine
services. A tap will immediately link the address to the navigation app installed on your
device. The menu and contents are available in four languages: English, French, German,
and Spanish.

nacnews: the guide to news items ↑
nacnews (Android/iOS) features the individually configurable overview of the latest news
from the various websites of the New Apostolic Church. Sources include the media of the
New Apostolic Church International, as well as those of the Local Churches, Church
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districts, and aid organisations worldwide. New sources are continually being added. The
menu and contents are available in four languages: English, French, German, and Spanish.
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